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Brief introduction 

 Purpose 

        This new function allows 
user to create 3 pattern 
matching and logic definition 
in one single Vision Node at 
most. This will reduce cycle 
time and increase 
functionality. 

 Equipment 

     TM5 HMI 1.66.2400 

 Example 

 

T 

Old 

New 
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One Shot Get All Vision 

Previous version of vision can recognize and handle single object in one job.  User need to create more jobs to 

handle more objects. However, with new version of vision job, user can conduct multiple shape recognition and 

AOI in one Vision Node. The addition of logic definition inside or derived from vision job would  integrate into one 

single Node. This will lower cycle time and make robot more efficient.  

 

One Shot Get All Vision 
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First, the user need to build up a Vision Node and enter “job 

editing.” 

Note: One Shot Get All Vision function is only for “Fixed Point.” 

mode. 
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One Shot Get All Vision 

Noted : 
This function takes only one photo to process the pattern 
matching of all workpieces.  Due to take only one shot, user 
has to decide one camera parameter and enhancement for 
this job. 
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One Shot Get All Vision 

After the first pattern is edited completely, user will have to 
click on the previous node, and add another Find Shape 
Pattern Node. The system then will show up the message, as 
below(Parallel/Cascade). 

First pattern 

Stay with the 

node previous 

to the first 

pattern 
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The behavior of Find Shape Pattern(Parallel/Cascade): 

Parallel : 

When the patterns are set in parallel, vision node will do 
the workpieces recognition simultaneously with one photo. 
The result will be passed to the robot in type of variables. 
Robot will then do reaction depending on the variables it 
received.  

Cascade : 

When the patterns are set in Cascade, vision task will do 
the workpieces recognition sequentially with various 
photos. That is the camera won’t proceed to the next 
workpiece recognition if the previous recognition has 
failed. 

One Shot Get All Vision 
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Using “Parallel solution ” as example. 
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There will be a new Pattern parallel with the original one after 
editing complete.  Three patterns could be set parallel at most. 
Noted: 
The feature and contrast of the workpieces should be clear, in order 
to prevent from misjudgment. 
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One Shot Get All Vision---AOI identification 

User can add AOI 

identify after every Find 

to identify either barcode 

or QR code. 
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Before saving the project, user have to ensure that every 
workpiece is within the FOV .(should be existence and 
uniqueness) 
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One Shot Get All Vision 

User could modify the name of Find 
when editing.  Name of Find will be 
part of the variable name. 
The rule of naming the variable: 
“Node name”_”Find name”_IDX 
“Node name”_”Find name”_MAX 
The rule of naming the vision base: 
Vision_ “Node’s name”_Find name 
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The list of variables, 
There are two types of variables 
generated from the vision node, IDX 
and MAX. 
The MAX variable is use to record the 
amount of the workpieces that are 
identified by the robot within the 
vision. 
The IDX variable is used to record the 
number of loops that robot processed 
the workpieces. 
Noted:  
IDX and MAX will be initialized 
whenever the flow pass through the 
Node. 
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One Shot Get All Vision --- The functionality of the 
variables 
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The variables will also be listed under the vision job. 
The corresponded base, variables and the barcode string. 
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One Shot Get All Vision 

The corresponded vision bases 

The variables(IDX &MAX 

The string used to save the 

barcode recognition 
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User can add AOI identify after 

every Find to identify either 

barcode or QR code. 

The system will save the 
recognition result into the 
corresponded “string” 
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One Shot Get All Vision---AOI identification 
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If one vision node need to recognize multiple 
workpieces, it will generate different vision base.  
As a result, the vision node will show with “M” 
indicating that multiple vision bases are built in this 
node. 
The Point Node will show number with the 
corresponded vision base. 
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．can only be used under “fixed point ” mode. 
 
．This function takes only one photo to process the 
recognition of all the workpieces. Also, user has to 
decide only one camera parameter and enhancement for 
the vision job. 
 
．only Find Shape  can be parallel with another one. 
 
．Before saving the project, user have to ensure that 
every workpiece is within the vision.(should be existence 
and uniqueness) 
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Three application example 
 

1. Same kind of workpiece, different 
amount(1x N, the maximum of N is 99) 
 

2. Different workpieces, same 
amount.(Mx1, the maximum of M is 3) 
 

3. Different workpieces, different 
amount(MxN) 
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END 
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